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Multiobjective Output-Feedback
Control via LMI Optimization

Carsten Scherer,Member, IEEE, Pascal Gahinet,Member, IEEE, and Mahmoud Chilali

Abstract—This paper presents an overview of a linear matrix
inequality (LMI) approach to the multiobjective synthesis of
linear output-feedback controllers. The design objectives can be a
mix of H1 performance,H2 performance, passivity, asymptotic
disturbance rejection, time-domain constraints, and constraints
on the closed-loop pole location. In addition, these objectives can
be specified on different channels of the closed-loop system. When
all objectives are formulated in terms of a common Lyapunov
function, controller design amounts to solving a system of linear
matrix inequalities. The validity of this approach is illustrated by
a realistic design example.

Index Terms—Controller parameter change, linear matrix in-
equalities, Lyapunov shaping paradigm, multichannel multiob-
jective control.

I. INTRODUCTION

L INEAR matrix inequalities (LMI’s) have emerged as a
powerful formulation and design technique for a variety

of linear control problems [9]. Since solving LMI’s is a convex
optimization problem, such formulations offer a numerically
tractable means of attacking problems that lack an analytical
solution. In addition, efficient interior-point algorithms are
now available to solve the generic LMI problems with a
polynomial-time worst-case complexity [8], [18], [25], [26],
[32]. Consequently, reducing a control design problem to an
LMI can be considered as a practical solution to this problem
[9].

General multiobjective control problems are difficult and
remain mostly open to this date. By multiobjective control, we
refer to synthesis problems with a mix of time- and frequency-
domain specifications ranging from and performance
to regional pole placement, asymptotic tracking or regulation,
and settling time or saturation constraints.

For the multiobjective / problem, it has been pro-
posed to specify the closed-loop objectives in terms of a
common Lyapunov function [7], [22]. This still guarantees
the desired specifications at the expense of conservatism. As a
benefit, controller design can be reduced to a convex optimiza-
tion problem [22]. The same technique has proved valuable
in arriving at design procedures for various state-feedback
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control problems [5], [9], [11], [22]. In [29], a complete
LMI treatment of the general mixed output-feedback
synthesis problem was presented. This work eventually lead to
realizing that output-feedback problems could be “linearized”
by a mere change of controller variables, much like in the
state-feedback case [11], [30]. While this change of variable
is more sophisticated than its state-feedback counterpart, it
offers an equally systematic means of turning output-feedback
specifications into LMI’s. We would like to stress that similar
ideas emerged in the other independent works [23], [24].

The main purpose of this paper is to give a fairly com-
plete overview of the design technique that guarantees the
desired closed-loop specification in terms of asingle Lya-
punov function. The objectives addressed here includeand

performance, passivity, peak output amplitude, peak-to-
peak gain, nominal and robust regulation, and regional pole
placement. While most of these results are easily obtained
by applying the controller parameter transformation proposed
in [11], [23], and [30], the extension to nominal regulation
requires a modification that is new and reveals the potential to
address an even larger class of problems.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the
problem statement and motivations. Section III reviews the
various specifications and objectives that can be formulated in
terms of LMI’s. Section IV discusses the design methodology
and its interpretation as a “Lyapunov shaping” paradigm. It
also defines the critical change of controller variables that
allows us to linearize the problem and turns it into a set of
LMI’s. Section V lists the resulting LMI constraints for each
individual specification and discusses how they can be com-
bined to solve various multiobjective problems. Section VI
comments on reduced-order controller design, and Section VII
illustrates this approach on a realistic design example.

The notation is fairly standard. The compact notation

is used to denote the transfer function
.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MOTIVATIONS

This paper deals with multiobjective output-feedback
synthesis for multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) linear time-
invariant (LTI) systems. This section gives a formal statement
of the problem and defines the relevant notation. The LTI
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plant is given by the state-space equations

(1)

where is the control input, is a vector of exogenous
inputs (such as reference signals, disturbance signals, sensor
noise), is the measured output, andis a vector of
output signals related to the performance of the control system.

Let denote the closed-loop transfer functions fromto
for some dynamical output-feedback control law . Our
goal is to compute a dynamical output-feedback controller

(2)

that meets various specifications on the closed-loop behav-
ior. Typically, these specifications are defined for particular
channels or combinations of channels. More precisely, each
specification or objective is formulated relative to some closed-
loop transfer function of the form

(3)

where the matrices select the appropriate input/output
(I/O) channels or channel combinations. Unlike previous work
[13], [22], our approach does not require that the selected input
or output channels are the same for all objectives. Rather,
the multiobjective problem considered here is intrinsically
multichannel.

The specifications and objectives under consideration
include performance, performance, dissipativeness,
time-domain constraints (peak amplitude, overshoot, settling
time), and regulation. Additional regional constraints on the
closed-loop poles can also be imposed. The motivations for
using such a mix of performance measures are as follows.

• The performance is convenient to enforce robustness
to model uncertainty and to express frequency-domain
specifications such as bandwidth, low-frequency gain, and
roll-off.

• The performance is useful to handle stochastic aspects
such as measurement noise and random disturbance.

• Passivity requirements appear in specific control systems
such as flexible structures and circuits.

• Time-domain constraints are useful to tune the transient
response and peak amplitudes such as the peak of the
impulse response, the overshoot of the step response, or
the peak control input.

• It is often desirable to enforce some minimum decay
rate or closed-loop damping via regional pole assignment
[11]. In addition, pole constraints are useful to avoid fast
dynamics and high-frequency gain in the controller, which
in turn facilitate its digital implementation.

• A general goal is the asymptotic rejection of disturbance
or tracking of reference signals that are generated by a
known model (integral control).

In summation, multiobjective design allows for more flex-
ible and accurate specification of the desirable closed-loop
behavior.

Henceforth, all specifications and objectives are expressed in
terms of the transfer function , keeping in mind that refers
to any particular I/O channel in the closed-loop mapping. Since
our approach is state-space based, we first provide a state-
space realization for and introduce some useful shorthand
notation. With the plant and controller defined as above,
the closed-loop system admits the realization

(4)

where

With

it is readily verified that a realization of
is given by

(5)

Note that is nothing but the transfer function from
to if specifying the input and output signals in (4) as

and .

III. LMI F ORMULATION OF THE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

This section gives an overview of the various closed-loop
specifications and objectives that can be captured in the LMI
framework. All LMI characterizations listed below have the
following common origin: let and denote the closed-loop
state matrix and state vector, respectively. Since the controller
has to be internally stabilizing, the closed-loop system must
admit a quadratic Lyapunov function

(6)

such that

(7)

The LMI approach consists of expressing each control speci-
fication or objective as an additional constraint on admissible
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closed-loop Lyapunov functions satisfying (6) and (7). In the
multichannel spirit, we consider specifications on a generic
closed-loop transfer function , whose
realization is given in (5). The corresponding LMI constraints
are therefore formulated in terms of the state-space matrices

.
Remark 1: Given a quadratic function , we use

the shorthand notation to denote the existence
of such that for all . Similarly

means that

holds for all square-integrable inputs and some fixed
.

A. Performance

Let denote the norm of , that is, its largest
gain across frequency in the singular value norm [15]. The

norm measures the system input–output gain for finite
energy or finite rms input signals. The constraint
can be interpreted as a disturbance rejection performance. This
constraint is also useful to enforce robust stability. Specifically,
it guarantees that the closed-loop system remains stable for all
perturbations , with having incremental gain
not larger than .

By virtue of the Bounded Real Lemma [4], [28], is stable
and the norm of is smaller than if and only if there
exists a symmetric with

(8)

B. General Quadratic Constraints

Given fixed matrices , , and , the
previous characterization extends to more general quadratic
constraints on , of the form

(9)

for and all , (with defined in
Remark 1).

Important special cases include:

• the constraint which corresponds to
, ,

• the strict passivity constraint for
all which corresponds to , ,

;
• sector constraints: with , ,

, (9) reads

which is to say that the mapping lies in the
sector .

Suppose that and

(10)

Recalling that and that

for defined in (6), we infer from (10) that

(11)

Integration from to then yields

and (9) follows by observing that .
Conversely, (9) implies that there exists an with

By standard results from indefinite linear-quadratic (LQ) the-
ory [33], we conclude that there exists a symmetricsatis-
fying

(The controllability hypothesis in [33] can be weakened to
stabilizability by a perturbation argument.) This implies (10).
In addition, the left-upper block of (10) reads

, which implies , since is stable and
.

Hence, we have proved that the existence of a positive
definite solution of (10) is necessary and sufficient forto
be stable and (9) to hold.

For the purpose of synthesis we need to rewrite (10). We
factorize as

Then (10) is equivalent to
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A Schur complement argument leads to the final analysis
LMI’s

(12)

for general quadratic performance.

C. Performance

Assume is stable and . The norm of is
defined by

and corresponds to the asymptotic variance of the output
when the system is driven by with white

noise . It is well known that this norm can be computed as
, where solves the Lyapunov equation

Since for any satisfying

(13)

it is readily verified that if and only if there exists
satisfying (13) and . With an auxiliary

parameter , we obtain the following analysis result: is
stable and iff there exist symmetric and

such that

(14)

D. Generalized Performance

The norm considered in Section III-A gives the system
gain when both the input and the output are measured in the
energy or norm. Rather than bounding the output energy,
it may be desirable to keep the peak amplitude of the output

below a certain level, e.g., to avoid actuator saturations.
If the input is still quantified by its energy, this leads to
considering the so-called generalized-norm defined by

(15)

This measures the peak amplitude of the output signal
over all unit-energy inputs .

Suppose that there exists a symmetric matrixsatisfying

(16)

The first inequality ensures that
, which yields after integration

Meanwhile, the second inequality implies that
, and thus . Combining these

two inequalities leads to

for all , whence . It is not difficult to show
that the solvability of (16) is also necessary for this norm
bound to hold [27].

E. Peak Impulse Response and Settling Time

Suppose that and that is single input. Then the
impulse response coincides with the output of the system

Following [9], a sufficient condition to guarantee that
for all is the existence of a symmetric

such that

(17)

Indeed, the inequalities respectively ensure that, for all

and the bound readily follows. Note that un-
like most LMI characterizations given in this section, the
LMI conditions (17) are only sufficient and can prove fairly
conservative in some cases.

If replacing the first inequality in (17) by
, the bound on can be improved to

. This can be used to impose an upper bound on the
settling time through the appropriate choice of [9].

F. Bounds on the Peak-to-Peak Gain

The generalized norm measures the peak amplitude of
the output over unit-energy inputs. Suppose, instead, that the
input signal is only bounded in amplitude. To bound the
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peak amplitude of , we then need to consider the so-called
peak-to-peak gain of defined by

for

This measures the peak norm of the output signal
for inputs whose amplitude do not exceed one. Note
that as is easily seen by considering a
sinusoidal input with frequency such that

.
To date there is no exact characterization of the peak-to-

peak norm in the LMI framework. However, it is possible to
derive upper bounds for along the lines of [3] and
[9]. Suppose that , , , and satisfy

(18)

Choose any with for . The
second inequality implies that

(19)

Hence holds whenever .
Since , this shows that cannot exceed
the value

for (20)

To derive a bound on , it now suffices to bound
in terms of and , which is achieved through
the third inequality in (18). Indeed, this inequality gives

and thus

Recalling from (20) that , this yields
. Summing up, (18) secures the stability of

and the bound

Note that (18) is only linear if fixing . Finding the best
bound guaranteed by (18) hence requires performing a line-
search over . The implications for synthesis are clarified
in Section V-E. For the purpose of the analysis, we observe
that we can confine the search to
(with as the set of eigenvalues of ) since this is
obviously implied by .

Finally, we remark that (18) can be fairly conservative,
especially when the system has slow or lightly damped modes
that are weakly connected to the output . Also, the peak-
to-peak gain may be a poor estimate of the overshoot of the
step response.

G. Regional Pole Constraints

Pole assignment in convex regions of the left-half plane can
also be expressed as LMI constraints on the Lyapunov matrix

. To this end, a useful tool is the notion of the LMI region
introduced in [11]. An LMI region is any region of the
complex plane that can be defined as

(21)

where and are fixed real matrices. Note that
is a convex region in the complex plane. Special cases

include vertical strips, disks, horizontal strips, conic sectors,
ellipsoids, parabolas, and arbitrary intersections thereof (see
[11] for details).

The standard Lyapunov theorem for the open left-half plane
can be generalized to arbitrary LMI regions.

Specifically, a matrix has all its eigenvalues in the LMI
region if and only if some LMI involving is solvable. This
result makes LMI regions particularly appealing for synthesis
purposes.

Theorem 2 [11]: The matrix has all its eigenvalues in
the LMI region if and
only if there exists a symmetric such that

(22)

H. Nominal Regulation

We say that a controllerachieves nominal regulationif it
is stabilizing and if holds for all signals

in the set

(23)

This can be interpreted as asymptotically rejecting the distur-
bance from or, equivalently, letting

track asymptotically. The matrix is
called the signal generator.

We want to apply the results of [14] that have been
formulated under the following hypotheses:

is detectable.

The first condition states that the controlled output signal
for this performance specification is identical to the measured
signal . Since any regulating controller is stabilizing, we can
dispense with decaying signals which motivate the second
property. If the third hypothesis does not hold, one can in fact
reduce the signal generator to arrive at this property without
causing loss of generality. Now we are ready to provide
the solution to the nominal regulation problem as it can be
extracted from [14].

Theorem 3: There exists a controller which achieves nom-
inal regulation iff the linear equation

(24)
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has solutions , . A controller achieves regulation iff it has
a realization

(25)

where satisfies (24) (for some ) and , , , ,
, and are such that the system

(26)

stabilizes the extended plant

(27)

Remark 4: Note that (25) can be factorized as

and that (27) is nothing but the original system precompen-
sated by

I. Robust Regulation

In many problems it is important to keep up the regulation
requirement in the face of uncertainties affecting the plant. The
controller achievesrobust regulationif it achieves nominal
regulation (as defined in the last section), even after slightly
perturbing the matrices describing the original system [12].
Classical results about robust regulation apply if

of full row rank

(28)

The first condition implies that the controlled output signal
is a linear function of the measured output, and the second
one can be made since decaying signals are automatically
regulated if the system is stabilized.

By the internal model principle, any robust regulator must
contain a replica of the signal generator dynamics that can be
constructed as follows. Letbe the number of rows of , let

, , be the list of all pairwise different
eigenvalues of with nonnegative imaginary part, and denote
by the size of the largest Jordan block corresponding to

. Then define the internal model as follows.

• If , set

.
• If , set

Then, define

...
...

...
...

... diag

...

where is square and , have block rows.
Then we arrive at the following classical result [12].
Theorem 5: There exists a controller which achieves robust

regulation iff

has full row rank

for all

A controller achieves robust regulation iff it has a realization

(29)

where , , , , , and are such that the
system

(30)

stabilizes the extended plant

(31)

Remark 6: Now, regulator (29) can be factorized as

and (31) is nothing but the original system postcompensated by

In contrast to the nominal regulation problem, the internal
model is hence put at the output of the system to arrive at
the extended system (31).
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In [12] this result is stated with the following modification:
replace by an (varying) such that is controllable.
Hence, as an additional ingredient, we claim that one can fix

to without loss of generality. Indeed, it is not difficult to
show the following algebraic fact: for any such that
is controllable, there exists a nonsingularwith
and . Hence, if differs from , we just need to
perform a state coordinate change in the controller to transform

back to .

IV. LMI A PPROACH TOMULTIOBJECTIVE SYNTHESIS

In the previous section, several time- and frequency-domain
specifications have been expressed as LMI constraints on
the closed-loop state-space matrices and Lyapunov functions.
These analyses’ results are now used for multiobjective synthe-
sis purposes. We begin by formalizing the underlying principle
and discussing its merits and limitations. We then propose
a systematic procedure to turn analysis results into LMI
constraints on the synthesis variables. This procedure relies on
a simple change of controller variables to map all LMI’s of
Section III into a set of affine constraints on the new controller
variables and the closed-loop Lyapunov function.

A. Lyapunov Shaping Paradigm

Our goal is to compute a single LTI controller that:
1) internally stabilizes the closed-loop and 2) meets certain
specifications on a particular set of channels. The specifications
under consideration are those listed in Section III. For each
specification, we have an analysis result of the form:

satisfies the specification if there exists a Lya-
punov matrix that satisfies some given LMI in

.

Suppose that our synthesis problem involves specifi-
cations (without restriction on which channel
they apply). When gathering the LMI formulation of each
specification , we end up with a set of matrix inequalities
whose variables are:

• the controller matrices ;
• the Lyapunov matrices (one per specifi-

cation);
• additional auxiliary variables such as ( norm), ,

(peak-to-peak norm), and (nominal regulation).

Since expressions like involve products of
and the controller variables, the resulting feasibility problem
is nonlinear. Hence, it cannot be handled by LMI optimization
and does not seem easily tractable numerically.

To recover convexity, we must require that all specifica-
tions are enforced by asingleclosed-loop Lyapunov function

with . This amounts to imposing the
constraint

(32)

This restriction has been extensively used in the state-feedback
case [6], [9] and in previous work on mixed / synthesis
[5], [22]. With (32) in force, all inequalities can be further

reduced to LMI’swithout additional conservatismas shown
below.

Before moving to the LMI solution of this simplified
problem, we make a few comments on the implications of (32).
Clearly, this restriction is stringent and brings conservatism
into the design. Nevertheless, the resulting synthesis technique
has valuable merits over existing alternatives. First, it is nu-
merically tractable since it leads to an LMI problem. Second,
it produces controllers of reasonable order. Finally, it exploits
all degrees of freedom in . Specifically, the Lyapunov matrix

is shapedby LMI optimization until either all specifications
are met or all degrees of freedom are exhausted.

This Lyapunov shaping paradigm offers greater flexibility
than standard “optimal” design techniques. For instance, sup-
pose that we need to minimize the norm on one channel,
subject to some moderate performance requirement on
another channel. While there may be a large set of Lyapunov
matrices compatible with the specified performance,

-synthesis techniques based on Riccati equations are un-
able to exploit these additional degrees of freedom and may
return a solution with poor performance or unaccept-
ably fast controller dynamics. In contrast, multiobjective LMI
synthesis will use these degrees of freedom to optimize the

performance or pole location. Thus our approach, while
conservative, is nonetheless an improvement over classical
synthesis techniques and a valuable tool to fine-tune complex
designs.

B. Linearizing Change of Variable

In the state-feedback case, the simplification (32) makes all
inequalities affine in and , where is the state-
feedback gain to be determined. It then only takes the change
of variables to turn all constraints into
LMI’s. A similar approach was long believed beyond reach in
the output-feedback case. However, recent results [11], [24],
[30] have proved otherwise. This critical change of variables
is defined next. Note that we use boldface letters to emphasize
the LMI optimization variables.

Let be the number of states of the plant (size of), and
let be the order of the controller. Partition and as

(33)

where and are and symmetric. From ,
we infer which leads to

with

(34)

Let us now define the change of controller variables as follows:

(35)
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Note that the new variables have dimensions ,
, and , respectively. If and have full

row rank, and if and are given, we
can always compute controller matrices
satisfying (35). If and are square ( ) and invertible
matrices, then and are unique. For full-
order design, one can always assume thatand have
full row rank. Hence the variables can be
replaced by without loss of generality. Note that
this same change of variables was already used in [17] in the
context of pure control and in [11] and [30] for special
cases of the general multiobjective problem discussed in this
paper.

The motivation for this transformation lies in the following
identities derived from (34) and (35) after a short calculation:

(36)

In light of these identities, we are ready to show how synthesis
LMI’s can be derived from the analysis results of Section III
via a suitable congruence transformation. A detailed proof is
given only for the generalized problem.

Fix and suppose that (16) holds for some and
some controller with realization . We can
assume without loss of generality that this controller is of order
at least and that and in (33) have full row rank (see
[17] for details). By (34), and since is nonsingular, has
full column rank. If we perform a congruence transformation
with diag on both inequalities (16), we obtain

(37)

Now we just need to replace , , , and
by their explicit expressions (36) to arrive at (38),

shown at the bottom of the page. These inequalities/equations
are clearly affine in . Thus we have proved
that the solvability of these LMI’s isnecessaryfor the exis-
tence of a stabilizing controller rendering .

Let us now reverse the argument and assume that we have
found solutions to the LMI’s (38). First we need to construct

, , and that satisfy (34). Looking at the left upper block
of , and should be chosen such that

(39)

By , we infer , such that
is nonsingular. Hence, one can always find square

and nonsingular and satisfying (39). After defining ,
as in (34), we observe that these matrices are nonsingular,

and we can set to obtain (34). Since and
are nonsingular, (35) can be solved for , , ,

and in this order. Since (34) and (35) imply (36), we
know that (37) and (38) are identical. Recalling that
is square and nonsingular, we can reverse the congruence
transformation with diag to obtain (16) from (37).
Hence the constructed controller indeed leads to .

Let us finally observe that the synthesis LMI’s are also affine
in . Hence, minimizing subject to the LMI constraints
(38) is also an LMI problem. For the controller computation,
however, one should keep in mind that ought to
be well conditioned to avoid ill-conditioned inversions of the
matrices and . Unfortunately, will be nearly
singular if the constraint (41) is saturated at the optimum.
To avoid such difficulties, we advise the following remedy:
choose some nearly optimal value of, and include the LMI

with the additional variable and maximize . This procedure
maximizes the minimal eigenvalue of and, hence, pushes
it away from one such that is expected to be well
conditioned.

C. Synthesis LMI’s and Controller Computation

The discussion of the last section allows us to extract a
recipe for getting to an LMI synthesis result on the basis
of an LMI analysis result: suppose the analysis result is
formulated in terms of LMI’s in the blocks , , , ,

, and their transposes, and suppose one can find congruence
transformations of these LMI’s that involve the block
and that transform the original LMI’s into LMI’s in the
blocks , , , , and their
transposes. If one substitutes all the appearing blocks by
the formulas (36), one arrives at the corresponding synthesis
LMI’s in and possible auxiliary variables.
After solving the synthesis LMI’s, the controller construction
proceeds as follows: find nonsingular matrices, to satisfy

(38)
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and define the controller by

(40)

This gives a formal description of all problems to which
we can apply the controller parameter transformation in order
to obtain the synthesis LMI’s. The proof is literally the same
as for the generalized problem discussed in Section IV-
B. Note that the necessity part of the proof does not restrict
the order of the controller and that the construction in the
sufficiency part leads to a controller that is of the same order
as the plant. Finally, we stress that this procedure does not
introduce any conservatism: if the analysis result does not
involve conservatism, the synthesis result does neither. If
combining several of these specification into a multiobjective
design, additional conservatism is only introduced through
using a common Lyapunov function, at the benefit of being
able to restrict the order of the controller to that of the plant.

For nominal and robust regulation, we need a slight modi-
fication of this procedure that is discussed in Section V-G.

V. A CATALOG OF LMI’ S FOR FULL-ORDER SYNTHESIS

For completeness, this section lists the synthesis LMI’s
attached to each specification or objective considered in
Section III. These synthesis LMI’s are readily derived from
the analysis results of Section III by applying the systematic
procedure described in Section IV-B. No new proof is required
to justify these results, the proof in IV-B being generic. This
section is meant as a catalog where one can easily find the
appropriate LMI formulation for each particular specification.
For instance, suppose that the design problem involves an
constraint on channel one, an constraint on channel two,
and a regional pole placement constraint. One would then find
the corresponding synthesis LMI’s on the list below, gather
them in a single system of LMI’s, and solve this LMI system
numerically to derive a solution of the multiobjective problem
under consideration.

Since the requirement is common to all analysis
results of Section III, the constraint

(41)

should always be included in the list of synthesis LMI’s, either
explicitly or as part of some other LMI constraint [see, e.g.,
the second LMI in (38)].

A. Synthesis

The analysis LMI’s (8) are transformed with and
diag . Then, (36) leads to the synthesis LMI as
in (42), shown at the bottom of the page, wherereplaces
blocks that are readily inferred by symmetry. Sinceenters
linearly, it can be directly minimized by LMI optimization to
find the smallest achievable norm. As a single objective
problem, no conservatism is involved. Imposing independent

constraints on several different channels just amounts to
incorporating (42) for each individual channel and introduces
conservatism.

B. General Quadratic Constraints

With the congruence transformations and
diag , we obtain the synthesis LMI given in
(43), also shown at the bottom of the page, where (1, 1), (1,
2), and (2, 2) refer to the corresponding blocks in (42). Instead
of fixing and , we can allow some free parameters
in these matrices. Then, it is clearly possible to minimize
or maximize a linear function in these free parameters. The
synthesis LMI’s for designing a strictly passive system are
obtained by just setting , , ,
(such that the fourth block row and column can be canceled);
this extends [31] to general systems. Again, at the expense of
conservatism, we can include as many quadratic constraints
on different channels as desired.

C. and Generalized Synthesis

The synthesis LMI’s for generalized control have been
given in (38). With the same congruence transformation
diag , we obtain from the analysis LMI’s (14) for the
standard problem the synthesis LMI’s, as in (v), shown
at the bottom of the next page.

(42)

(43)
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These involve the auxiliary variables and which enter
linearly. Hence, can be directly minimized by LMI optimiza-
tion. Note that synthesis results for a variety of generalized

criteria can be derived by simply replacing with
any affine function mapping symmetric matrices into
symmetric matrices [30].

D. Synthesis for Bounds on Peak Impulse Response

The congruence transformations and diag trans-
form (17) into and (w), shown at the bottom
of the page. One can directly minimize the upper bound
on the peak impulse response. We stress again that even the
single objective synthesis result involves conservatism since
the analysis result does.

E. Synthesis with Bound on the Peak-to-Peak Gain

Using the congruence transformations diag ,
diag , one arrives at the following synthesis
inequalities: and those in (44), shown at the bottom of
the page. Note that the auxiliary variableenters nonlinearly.
However, if we fix , we can minimize to obtain an
infimal upper bound of the peak-to-peak norm that
clearly depends on. Hence, to improve this upper bound, we
have to further minimize over , which involves
solving a one-dimensional minimization problem.

F. Regional Pole Placement

The matrix diag transforms (22) to the LMI

(45)

We can include this inequality in any of the design problems
discussed so far to enforce that the eigenvalues of(and
hence the poles of the closed-loop system) are contained in
the LMI region (21).

G. Nominal Regulation

Theorem 3 suggests the following procedure to design a
controller that achieves regulationand leads to any of the
specifications we have listed so far: test whether (24) is
solvable. Then, try to achieve the desired specification with
the controller (26) for the extended system (27) and some
for which there exists a such that (24) holds.

The central technical difficulty in this procedure arises from
the new unknown in the plant description (27) which we
need to vary in a linear manifold determined by the solution set
of (24). If (24) does not have a unique solution, there are free
parameters that enter the synthesis inequalities nonlinearly.
In general, such problems are hard to resolve. Due to the

(v)

(w)

(44)
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particular structural dependence, however, the present problem
is fully tractable. Indeed, one has to work with a suitable
modification of to arrive at tractable LMI’s. For this
purpose we define

Then, one easily obtains

and

(46)

from (24). Let us modify to

and consider the blocks (36) for the extended system (27) and
with replaced by . The block is given by
(x), shown at the bottom of the page. These formulas motivate
the introduction of the new variables

(47)

and due to the nonsingularity of , this is just another
parameter transformation. If we exploit (46), we obtain (y), as
shown at the bottom of the page. Obviously, all these blocks
depend affinely on the variables .

We arrive at the following procedure for performing mul-
tiobjective synthesis including nominal regulation: in any
analysis LMI, substitute , , , by these new formu-
las [instead of those in (36)] and add the linear constraint (24)
for the extra variables , . Test the resulting synthesis LMI’s
for solvability. With a solution, the controller is constructed

as follows: reverse (47) as

to obtain ; find square , with
, and define the parameters

and as in (40) for the extended system (27); partition the
rows of and as in (26); then, the desired controller
is given as (25) and its order is bounded by the order of the
plant (size of ) plus the size of .

Note that this procedure does not introduce conservatism.
For a single-objective specification with an exact LMI analy-
sis/synthesis characterization, it leads to an exact solution of
the corresponding problem with nominal regulation, and in the
other cases, conservatism is only introduced through nonexact
analysis tests or through the use of a common Lyapunov
function for multiple objectives.

For nominal regulation, the most related results are found
in [10], where a special problem (for coprime factor
uncertainty) is discussed under the hypothesis that (24) has
a uniquesolution. Incorporating a general nominal regulation
requirement [without hypothesis on (24)] in all the other
single-objective or mixed problems are new design goals that
found a complete solution.

H. Robust Regulation

Contrary to nominal regulation, the internal model and the
extended system in Theorem 5 are fixed such that they pose no
problem for including the requirement of robust regulation in
any of the specifications listed so far without introducing extra
conservatism. Build (31), solve the corresponding synthesis
problems for this extended plant with a controller (30), and
define the final controller by (29). Its order is bounded by that
of the plant plus the size of .

One can in fact prove that the controller (29) achieves
regulation forany LTI system (1) for which (30) stabilizes
(31). Suppose that (1) is affected by perturbations

(x)

(y)
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with a (stable) LTI in some class . Let us
assume that one can design a controller (30) which robustly
stabilizes (31) for this same class of uncertainties (e.g., by
solving an or passivity problem or any other robust
stability specification given in our list). Then, the controller
(29) achieves regulation for all perturbed systems (1), simply
because (30) stabilizes all the perturbed extended systems (31).
Hence, one can guarantee regulation for the (possibly large)
class of uncertainties , and this solves the problem of robust
regulation in the large.

The present result extends those in [1] and [2] to signal
generators that are not necessarily diagonizable and to the
variety of mixed problems considered in this paper.

VI. A REMARK ON REDUCED-ORDER CONTROLLERS

In all mixed problems discussed in this paper, the con-
structed controllers have the same dimension as the plant
(possibly plus internal model in regulation). For completeness
and only as a theoretical insight, we include a characterization
for the existence of controllers that have dimension .
Let us assume w.l.o.g. that

and have full column rank. (48)

To be specific we outline the result for the generalized
problem.

Suppose a controller of dimension leads to (16).
As earlier, we obtain (34) where the matrices, are of
size and can be assumed to have full column rank.
Hence, has a kernel of dimensionsuch that all the blocks

, , , , and vanish
on this kernel. Using (48), it is easily seen that the three blocks

(49)

vanish on the very same subspace. Moreover, since
diag has a kernel of dimension , the left-hand
sides of the LMI’s (38) both have a kernel of dimension

—the LMI’s are nonstrict.
Conversely, if (49) vanishes on a common subspace of

dimension at least and if the LMI’s (38) are nonstrict but
the left-hand sides have a kernel of dimension at most, one
can construct a controller of order with (16) as follows:
the matrix has a kernel of dimension equal tosuch
that one can find full rank matrices , with columns
satisfying . We define , as in (34)
and observe that these matrices have full row rank. Since
all the blocks in (49) vanish on a common subspace, it is
possible to show that there exists a symmetricsatisfying
(34) and (unique) solutions of (35). Then,
we conclude again that the left-hand sides of (38) and (37)
are identical. By assumption, the nonstrict versions of these
inequalities hold. With the right-inverse of , we can
transform (37) with diag to arrive at the nonstrict
inequalities that correspond to (16). Since has a kernel

of dimension and since the kernel dimension of the left-
hand sides of (37) are at most, it is not difficult to see that
the matrices involved in (16) cannot have a kernel at all—the
inequalities are strict.

We extract the following conditions for a general synthesis
problem: matrices (49) vanish on a common subspace of
dimension , and any synthesis LMI is nonstrict such that the
matrices involved have a kernel of at most dimensionif is
the number of matrices in the corresponding blockdiagonal
congruence transformation.

VII. D ESIGN EXAMPLES

The first example is of academic nature and illustrates the
conservatism of this approach. The second example applies
the methodology developed in this paper to the design of
a dynamic positioning system (DPS) for a moored floating
platform. All LMI-related computation was performed with
the functionhinfmix from theLMI Control Toolbox[18].

Example 7: Consider the three-state unstable plant with
equations:

and performance outputs

( and denote the control and measurement as before). We
are interested in the performance from to and the

performance from to . The optimal performance
from to is 7.748 and is achieved for the controller

When closing the loop on , the performance from
to is .
Now consider the multiobjective problem

Minimize subject to (50)

We know that is the optimal solution since it is
optimal and satisfies the constraint. Hence, we can test
the performance of our LMI approach to multiobjective design
against this known optimal solution. Solving (50) with LMI
optimization yields 8.956 as best constrainedperformance,
which is 15% higher than the optimal value 7.748. The
corresponding controller is

Note that because we use a common Lyapunov function
for both objectives, the LMI-optimal value 8.956 is only an
upper bound on the closed-loop performance. In fact, the
controller has an actual performance of 8.07 (only
4% above the optimal value 7.748) and an performance of
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Fig. 1. Moored floating platform.

17.87 [24% lower than the performance of the -optimal
controller ].

Summing up, this example shows that the LMI approach
is indeed conservative, but not unduly so. Meanwhile, it
offers the flexibility needed to improve over single-objective
“optimal” techniques.

Example 8: This problem was provided by Prof. H. Kaji-
wara [20], [21]. The system is a floating platform depicted in
Fig. 1. This platform is anchored to the bottom of the ocean
and equipped with two thrusters. The goal is to minimize the
drift resulting from the wave action by appropriate thruster
control. The wave action can be summarized as a forceand
a torque . The force consists of two components

with the following characteristics.

• is a high-frequency high-amplitude excitation with
small drifting effect. Due to its large magnitude, it cannot
be countered by the thrusters.

• is a low-frequency low-amplitude excitation that can
cause a large drift over time. This drifting action ought
to be eliminated by proper thruster control.

The spectral energy of is concentrated between 0 and 1
rd/s, while that of is beyond 5 rd/s.

Let , , and denote the horizontal drift, the angular
deviation from the vertical axis, and the force delivered by the
thrusters, respectively. The control objectives are as follows.

• Reject the drifting force by thruster control.
• Maintain below 0.025 m and below 3 degrees

(these figures are for a lab model of the platform).

Fig. 2. Control structure.

Fig. 3. Open-loop magnitude responses.

• Due to actuator limitations, keep below 0.25 N,
and make sure that the thrusters are not excited by the
high-frequency component .

Both and are measured, and the platform dynamics are
described by the state-space equations

with as shown in (z) at the bottom of the page. The
corresponding open-loop frequency responses from to

are displayed in Fig. 3. In addition, the thruster dynamics
are modeled by the first-order transfer function

where denotes the control input and the actual force
delivered by the thrusters; see (z), shown at the bottom of the
page.

(z)
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Fig. 4. Design #1: Closed-loop magnitude responses.

Fig. 5. Design #1: Closed-loop time responses.

For design purposes, we use the control structure displayed
in Fig. 2. Here denotes the controller to be designed, and
the filter is used to enforce integral action
on the output . Note that the controller actually implemented
would consist of both and (Theorem 5). Our first
design is a standard synthesis aimed at minimizing ,
where is the closed-loop transfer defined by

The optimal performance is approximately 0.4, and the
resulting closed-loop frequency and time responses are shown
in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The driving forceused in the
simulation comes from experimental data over a 200-s period.

While this controller meets the rejection specifications
on , it clearly violates the constraint on the maximum thruster
effort. To reduce the control effort, we choose to minimize the
cost of control in the norm while maintaining the
disturbance rejection constraint , where

is the closed-loop transfer from to . This is now

Fig. 6. Design #2: Closed-loop magnitude responses.

Fig. 7. Design #2: Closed-loop time responses.

Fig. 8. Design #3: Closed-loop magnitude responses.

a multiobjective problem with an constraint on
and an objective on the transfer function mapping

to . The corresponding LMI formulation consists of
minimizing subject to the synthesis LMI’s listed in V-B
and V-C. The LMI optimization yields an performance of
1.22, and the closed-loop frequency and time responses for
this second design appear in Figs. 6 and 7.
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All specifications are now met, and this second design would
be deemed satisfactory. Yet, inspection of the closed-loop gain
from to reveals a residual resonance near 1 rd/s that, if
excited, could boost the amplitude of. This is confirmed by
the presence of a pair of poorly damped modes
among the closed-loop poles. To dampen these modes, we can
resort to an additional regional pole placement objective. For
instance, we can impose that the closed-loop modes lie in the
conic sector with tip at the origin and angle . The
characteristic function for this LMI region is [11]

To incorporate this additional constraint in the synthesis, we
simply add the LMI (45) with and

to the system of LMI’s used in the second design. The
resulting best performance is 2.6, and the closed-loop
frequency responses are shown in Fig. 8. The time responses
are essentially similar to those for the second design. Note that
the resonance has been attenuated, the pair of badly damped
modes being moved to . This final design gives
the stable control law as given in the
equation shown at the top of the page.
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